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So... if you come to our house... 
When we aren't in the middle...

Of a pandemic.


You might be interested... [1 Dead Tech]

In seeing the "dead technology" museum... 
That I have archived...

On our shelves. 


You know...

Technology changes so rapidly.

But also it's the result... 
Of some... shall we say... 
BAD decisions.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Back in the early 2000's.... 

There was some new technology... emerging.

 
It was high definition DVDs...

So you could watch movies... 
Clearer and bigger than ever. 

It was so exciting.


Do you remember... at that time...

There were two choices... 

Of movie formats... [2 DVD Wars]


HD-DVD... 

Which was backed...

By some powerful players.

Universal Studios... 

Toshiba Electronics...

Microsoft X-Box 360...

And the biggest player of all...  
Wal-Mart. 


The other format was Blu-ray DVDs...

And no one knew... 

What the heck a blu-ray was... 
The words didn't make sense... 

But they looked and worked... like DVDs...


They also were backed by different powerful companies....

Sony Pictures.

Best Buy. 

Target.

And the big gun...  
NETFLIX. 


Remember when Netflix...




Used to mail DVDs to your house?


Well... if you wanted high resolution videos... 
They would ONLY send you...  Blu-ray. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

So that's how it was... 

And we had to choose... 
Which horse to back... 


And I chose... HD-DVD. 

Which immediately was forced out of the market...

Just after I bought it. 


However... if you come to our house...

To the Museum of Obsolete Technology... 
We can plug in... the HD-DVD player... 

And watch one of the twenty movies... 
I bought... in that format. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Another story.  

When I was in college...  [3 Computer Lab]

I was invited by a friend...

To go into... 

The Computer Lab...

At Wartburg College...

 
It was a high security area.

Not just anybody could go in.

It was sensitive equipment... 

And you needed a key... 

A special key... 
To get in.


The room was climate controlled...  
It looked like a NASA command center... 

 
There were big servers... 
All around edges of the room...

And little personal work stations...

With keyboards and monitors... 

 
And the guy I went with... 
Showed me the power of these machines...

What these computers could really do... 
He printed off...  
A dot matrix print... [4 Mona Lisa]

Of the Mona Lisa. 


And I remember...

Saying out loud... 
In that moment... 

This computer thing... is stupid. 
It's NEVER going to catch on. 




----------------------------------------------------------------------------

One more. 

The members of my family...

As long as I can remember...

Have always been... 

And will always be... [5 Cubs]

Chicago Cubs fans. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

What I'm trying to tell you is...

That not every choice I have made...

Has been a good choice. 

 
And I would generalize that...

Just a bit more... 
To the human condition.

 
We as human beings... 

Are not always... 

Incredibly good... 

At choosing... 

Good from bad. 


We are not exceptionally good...

At DISCERNING the good from the bad.

Figuring it out.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Most of the time...

There are other factors...

Influencing us... and... 
Clouding our judgement. 


Whether it's self-preservation... 

Or protection of our worldly goods...

Or just an adamant insistence... 
That we are smart and right and knowledgable... 

Above and beyond... 
Everybody else. 


Then of course...

There are outside influences...

Trying to tell us... 


What to think... 
What to believe... 
What to do. 


And we either accept those things...

Or reject those influences...

As though...

Our insight...

Our decision is...

The Gospel Truth. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------




The author Max Lucado said this... [6 Judge Me]

 
We aren't good enough to judge.

Can the hungry accuse the beggar?

Can the sick mock the ill?

Can the blind judge the deaf?


In the same way, 

Can the sinner condemn the sinner? 


See... we aren't called to judge others.

As a matter of fact... 
We are commanded... the exact opposite.

 
Jesus said... don't judge...

Or you will be judged. 


That's pretty clear. 

If we spend all our time... 

Trying to pull out...

All the weeds...

We see around us. 


And focus all our energy... 
On what we think is bad... 

 
Then we can't possibly be focusing... 
On the good... that Jesus has called us...

To do... and to be.  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

And I understand how that may make...

Some of us uncomfortable. 


Because it's much easier...

Much more fulfilling... 
To look at other people... 
And say... they are bad people... 
And I am a good person. 


But Jesus calls us to be...

Uncomfortable followers of HIS WAY...

Not comfortable followers...

Of our own way. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The second problem is... 
and please note... 
This is NOT...

Just some pastor guy... 
Making stuff up.

 
This is Jesus.

Teaching us... 
The way of this world.




 
The second problem is... [7 Wheat and Weeds]  
That the wheat and the weeds...

Grow together. 


They are intermingled.

Their roots are intertwined... 
And if you decide... 
To pull one out...

It's going to hurt the other. 


That's what our teacher said. 

That if we try to pull out the bad... 
The good is going to go right along with it. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

I had a professor in seminary... [8 Winston]

Named Winston Persaud...

And Winston was born and raised...

In Guyana. 


He received a Doctor of Philosophy degree... 

From St. Andrews in Scotland. 
He received a Master of Divinity...

From Wartburg Seminary... in Dubuque Iowa.

 
And since 1984...

He has been teaching Systematic Theology... 
At Wartburg Seminary.


You know... Systematic Theology... 

Trying to make sense... and unify...

All the theological ideas... 
We hold as important.

 
My point is... he's a smart guy. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

But sometimes... he would pretend to not understand... 
The basics of the English language.

 
I remember him saying... 

Don't throw the bathtub... 
Out with the baby. 


Now... you know... that's not the saying...

The saying is... don't throw the baby... 
Out with the bath water... 
 
But he knew what he was saying.

He was being funny.


But that's the way it is.

Whenever we try to throw out the bad... 
We are in danger... of throwing out the good. 




Because even though we don't like it...

The good and the bad... 
COEXIST... in the world...


But the real problem is...

They not only coexist out there... in the world...

They coexist... In here... inside of me. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

I know... we've talked about this...

A million times before...

But here we are... 
Needing to say it all again. [9 Saints and Sinners]


We are simultaneously... 

Saint and sinner. 


You know that's not just... 
Some cleaver Lutheran mantra.

It's true.

You have to be able to feel... 
The truth in that statement.

 
I do.

I know that my motives...

Are not always...

Pure... and good... and holy.

 
I know... that I have fallen short... 
Of the Glory of God.

On a daily basis. 

 
I know... who I am. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

And knowing who I am... 
And knowing who God is...


Drives me... 
To seek the mercy of God.

 
That's how it works. 

My own brokenness...  
And sinfulness...

Humbles me.

And frightens me. 


Because if God is going... 
To get rid of the bad...

Well... that's me... 

At least that's part of me... 
It's mixed in here. 

 
And that causes me...




To do the only thing that I can do...

Seek the mercy... of God.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

So listen. 

In this teaching of Jesus. 


Did you notice the characters...

In the parable were eager to help.

They wanted to get rid of the weeds...

To do their part... 
And to help the householder. 


But they found out...

What they wanted to do... 
Was not going to be helpful. 


So in the story...  [10 Understanding]

They grew in their understanding. 

Of how the owner of the house... 
Was planning on dealing... 
With the situation.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sometimes we think... 
That God... who is the owner...

Isn't handling the problems...

Of this world.

Very well. 

 
Sometimes we think... 

That there should be something done... 
About the evil that we witness... 
Everyday.

 
Sometimes we think...

That we know...

What the master plan is...

And how everything fits together.

 
Sometimes we think... 

And we think...

And we think...


And we seldom come to the conclusion... 
That we don't know. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

A man named Robert Phillips 

Wrote about his first college course 

In chemistry. 


His first exam came after one week...

Of attending classes.

 

Out of the twelve students...




In the class 6 got "D's" 

And the other 6 failed. 


The professor told them, 

"I did not give you this test 

So that you could tell me 

What you know about chemistry. 


I gave you this test  
So that I could show you 

What you don't know about chemistry."

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
And maybe that's the purpose...

Of this parable...


It wasn't designed...

To give us a solution...

To the problem of evil.

 
Maybe it was designed... 
To show us...

That the power to discern... 
Good from bad... 

In the big universal sense...

 
Is a task... 
That is above our pay grade.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
It's not for us... 
To know or understand... 
How all these things work together... 
 
But instead to focus on... 
What it means... 
For US...

To be the children of kingdom.

 
Because after all... 
That's the good seed.

That's the positive power... 
To work good... 
In the name of God... 
In this world.


And we don't have invent... 
What it means... 
To do good.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
We just have to follow the leader.  [11 Follow]

 
We have to do... 
What Jesus taught us to do. 
 



We have to be... 
Who Jesus taught us to be.

 
We have to discern... 
Not the evil out there in the world... 
 
We have to spend a considerable...

Amount to time...

More than... 
A hot minute... 
 
Trying to discern... 
Whether we...  
Are working to be... 
The children of the kingdom... 
The good seed... 
To the world... 
Around us... OR NOT. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The rest... will all be worked out... 
In the end.

 
That's what the parable says. 

It will all be divided.

It will all be sorted out...

It will all be made right... 
By God. 

 
Not by us.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

And so...

The only thing we can do...

To contribute from our lives... 
To the good of God...  
Is to submit to the will of Christ.


The only thing we can be... 
Are children of the kingdom... 
Who are trying... 

Who are actually sincerely trying... 
To incorporate the values... 

Of the kingdom of God... 
Into our daily lives.


And if you want to know... 
What that means... 
I refer you... and me... 
To the teaching of Jesus.


It's not a secret.

He told us... 
How to work for the kingdom. 


And he is the only one who knows. 




What is right. 
What is good.

What is holy. 


No one other than the Son of God...

Has been in the presence of God...

Or knows the will of God...

Or understands the plan of God...


THEREFORE...  
If we are not pointing to Jesus... 
We are not following Jesus. 


What I'm saying is..

Only Jesus knows.


So we should listen to him. 

That's what God... 

When Jesus was baptized.

In the river Jordan.

 
When he was made bright and shiny... 
On the Mount of the Transfiguration...

God said... both times. 


Listen to him. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
But in this mean time...


If you feel like you're being led astray.

By some voice...

Other than Jesus...


If you feel like you're abandoning... 
Your calling... 
To be God's child.

 
If you feel like...

You are being overwhelmed... 
By all the negative...

And all the evil...

You see around you.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Then stop it.

Stop letting those things...

Those weeds have power over you. 


Fight the good fight. 

Be a force for good.

Be the power of love.


Be the representative...

Of Christ...




That JESUS... 

Has called and commissioned...

And empowered you... to be. 


Be that person... 
Who makes other people stop...

And say.  

 
Thank you.

Thank you for being kind. 
Thank you for being different.

Thank you for being something other than... 

The hate that we witness... 
The venom that is spewed...

The sower of weeds... 


Thank you for being...

Something good. 


For being... 

A follower of Christ.

A child of God... 


Thank you.

For being good seed... 
That has been...

And is being...

And always will be sown... 


For the kingdom...

And to the Glory...

Of God.


Thanks be to God.

Amen!



